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Experiments on double acoustic-magnetic electron-nuclear resonance are described. The electron 
spin system of Cr 3 + ions (c ~ 0.05 at.%) is used to detect acoustic NMR of Al27 nuclei at 4.2°K in 
ruby. The experimental results show that the sensitivity of acoustic NMR measurements can be en
hanced by double acoustic resonance. From a comparison of the experimental data and theoretical 
calculations it is concluded that the system of Cr 3+ impurity ions greatly influences the interaction 
between acoustic phonons and the nuclear spin system. The change in nuclear level populations due 
to sonic saturation is calculated. 

ELECTRON-NUCLEAR double resonance (ENDOR) is 
being applied to investigate the mechanisms of spin
lattice relaxation, cross-relaxation, and interactions 
between electronic and nuclear spin systems. ENDOR 
permits both direct and indirect measurements of 
various structural constants. 

By utilizing the effects of acoustic vibrations on spin 
systems the ENDOR techniques enable us to investigate 
directly the mechanisms of spin-phonon interactions 
and relaxation processes in both dielectrics and 
metals. On the one hand, double acoustic-magnetic 
resonance techniques are considerably more sensitive 
than single acoustic NMR and EPR techniques, and, 
on the other hand, they enable us to utilize the advan
tages of quantum acoustic methods. 

In the present work we study both theoretically and 
experimentally electron-nuclear double magnetic
acoustic resonance in an Ah 0 3 crystal containing 
0.05 at.% Cr 3+ ions. The sample was subjected to a 
constant magnetic field and to two periodic fields-an 
ultrasonic field at the frequencies of nuclear transi
tions in Al27 and an electro-magnetic field at the fre
quencies of electron spin transitions in Cr 3+ ions. To 
observe the acoustic NMR of Al27 nuclei we used the 
electron spin system of Cr 3+. 

Although ruby has been investigated by means of 
ENDOR for some time, [1-31 many aspects of the dy
namic interactions that are involved have continued to 
be discussed. 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS 

A electron-nuclear double acoustic resonance spec
trometer was constructed for the aforementioned 
purposes. [4 1 The EPR system was of the conventional 
design with a reflection-type working resonator. The 
sample was a ruby laser single crystal 47 mm long 
and 5 mm thick with its trigonal c axis perpendicular 
to the longitudinal axis of the rod. The upper end of 
the sample was inserted into the working resonator, 
consisting of a standard-waveguide section; the optic 
axis of the crystal was perpendicular to the magnetic 
vector of the microwave field. The acoustic head, 
mounted on the lower end of the ruby, consisted of a 
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cylindrical brass can with a chuck that clamped the 
sample. For the purpose of shielding, and also for 
grounding the quartz transducers, the lower part of 
the sample was silver-coated with the thickness of the 
skin layer taken into account. A quartz transducer in 
the form of a disk with silvered faces was covered with 
vacuum grease and then clamped against the flat end 
of the sample by means of an elastic bronze electrode. 
An NMR "autodyne" spectrometer was fastened 
around the middle of the sample. The working resona
tor together with the sample and the acoustic head was 
placed in a helium cryostat made of metal. The portion 
of the waveguide that was placed inside the cryostat 
and also three coaxial connections, one of which went 
to the acoustic head, were made of stainless steel. 
Acoustic vibrations in the investigated sample were in
duced by quartz transducers excited by high-frequency 
generators permitting a smooth variation within the 
range 10-104 Hz/sec. 

Our experimental procedure was as follows. The 
optic c axis of the ruby crystal is set parallel to the 
static magnetic field H0 , which is determined from the 
maximum splitting of Al27 nuclear levels. The EPR 
signal from Cr 3+ impurity ions is then observed. The 
power of the microwave field is increased to achieve 
relative saturation of the EPR line at ~ 15%. The 
external magnetic field H0 is given a fixed strength 
corresponding to the peak of the first derivative of the 
signal indicating absorption by the chromium ions. We 
then switch on the frequency sweep of acoustic satura
tion, covering the transition frequencies of Al27 nuclear 
spins; variation of the EPR signal is registered as a 
function of the ultrasonic frequency with constant Ho. 
The relative change of EPR intensity for a known rela
tive deformation enables us to evaluate the constants 
of the spin-phonon interactions. The amplitudes of the 
alternating deformations induced by the acoustic waves 
were measured in advance with a capacitive detector _rsJ 
but an impedance technique was used during the obser
vation of double acoustic resonance. The frequency de
pendence of acoustic vibration intensity was taken into 
account in determining the constants of the spin-phonon 
interaction. 

Measurements were performed at fixed values of 
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the static magnetic field (H 0 = 3390 gauss) and of the 
microwave field frequency {Us = 9506 MHz), at 4,2°K, 
Double resonance was indicated by an intensity change 
in the EPR line of the Cr 3+ ions [ 012) - (- %)] . In
tensity changes of the EPR signal were observed when 
acoustic saturation was reached at frequencies corre
sponding to nuclear spin transitions with .:lm = ± 2, 
.:lm = ± 1. The relative intensity changes of EPR sig
nals at the centers of double resonance lines were of 
the order ( 10-15)% for ~ 3 x 10-7 relative deforma
tion. These resonance lines are of approximately 
Gaussian shape with ~ 2 x 104 Hz width at half-maxi
mum. raJ 

The accompanying figure shows double acoustic 
electron-nuclear resonance lines and the frequencies 
for signals corresponding to Al27 nuclear spin transi
tions between levels with .:lm = ± 2 and ± 1. 

Our results can be divided into two groups. In the 
first case, acoustic excitation of nuclear transitions 
with .:lm = ± 2 {%- Y2,%-- :Y2 }, we observed an 
identical intensity change of the EPR line. In the cause 
of ultrasonic exc it at ion of ( ± % - ± %) and ( ± % 
- ±%) nuclear transitions the EPR intensity change 
was greater than with ultrasonic excitation of the 
central transition ( Y2- - :Y2 ). 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

1. Coherent acoustic phonons generated in a crystal 
lattice by an external source can interact with the 
nuclear spin system in nonmagnetic crystals contain
ing paramagnetic impurities, mainly in two ways. 

In the first case the acoustic vibrations modulate 
the gradients of the crystal field. The induced variable 
electric gradients interact with the nuclear quadrupole 
moments. The other possible coupling mechanism con
sists in the modulation of magnetic interactions by the 
acoustic vibrations. 

On the basis of the quadrupole selection rules it 
becomes evident that the effect of the acoustic vibra
tions on .:lm = ± 2 transitions between nuclear levels 
is completely determined by quadrupole mechanisms. 
Acoustic saturation of the central ( Y2 - -:Y2) transi
tion of the Al27 nuclear spin system can be achieved 
only by magnetic dipole mechanisms, but saturation of 
the side transitions with .:lm = ±1 can result from both 
quadrupole and magnetic interactions. An analysis of 
the matrix elements of spin-phonon interaction tensors 
for dipole selection rules[ 7 l showed that direct dipole
dipole interactions of aluminum nuclei, and alsothe 
direct interaction of nuclei with paramagnetic impuri
ties, cannot account for a contribution to changes of 

level populations. In the same article two ind~rect 
mechanisms were suggested, which are based on a 
strong interaction between the Al27 nuclear system 
and the system of Cr 3+ - Cr 3+ dipole-dipole inter
actions. Through modulation of the Cr 3+ - Cr 3+ 

dipole-dipole or exchange interactions acoustic energy 
is transferred to the nuclear spin system of aluminum. 
The participation of the paramagnetic spin system in 
the transfer of acoustic vibrational energy to nuclei is 
of virtual nature and induces no population changes in 
the electron spin system of the ions. 

2. For a theoretical analysis of electron-nuclear 
interactions in the Al20 3 :0.05 at.% Cr 3+ crystal we 
distinguish three subsystems: the nuclear (Ae7 ) sub
system, the electronic subsystem (electron spins of 
Cr 3+ impurity ions), and the dipole-dipole reservoir of 
Cr 3+ electron spins. In each subsystem a definite tem
perature is established {differing, in general, from the 
temperatures of the other subsystems), which is 
changed by external influences. The equations describ
ing changes of the reciprocal temperatures of the 
nuclear subsystem (f3I), electronic subsystem ({3s), 
and dipole-dipole reservoir ({3d) that are induced by 
variable magnetic and acoustic fields and relaxation 
processes have the following form in common[ 8 l: 

~~' =- ~.- ~L 
dt T,L 

_!_B= ~.-BL +B·-~L -2W"B (1) 
dt I T. T.L I I• 

Here W~ is the probability of ordinary EPR, W¥ is 
the probability of acoustic NMR, ws and WI are the 
frequencies of EPR and acoustic NMR, ils and ili 
are the frequencies of the external variable magnetic 
and acoustic fields, f3L is the reciprocal temperature 
of the lattice; 

_1_=_1_+_1_, _1_=___!_+_1_, (2) 
T. TdL T.I TI TIL Tid 

TIL• TsL• and TdL are the spin-lattice relaxation 
times of the nuclear and electronic subsystems and 
the dipole-dipole reservoir; Tid and Tdi are there
laxation times of the nuclear system to the dipole
dipole reservoir and vice versa; wd is the ''quantum'' 
of energy of the dipole-dipole reservoir _raJ 

In the general case, under saturating action of the 
electromagnetic field on the electron spin system 
(W~ » 1/TsL) and simultaneous acoustic saturation 
of the nuclei ( W¥ » 1/TJL), and also 

w.lw.-Q.I » 1 
2 • 

Uld 

we obtain for the reciprocal temperatures 

~' = RL (U>,- Q,)' 
I' Z ' 

" _" (w,-Q,)w, 
Pd- PL z , 

(3) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 
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( 1 T 1 -' 
Z=[(ro,-Q,)'+2ro.' -T +2W~·~) (-+2W,•) ] 

rd Tdr Trd 

where CI and Cd are the specific heats of the nuclear 
and dipole-dipole reservoirs _(JJ 

On the basis of the derived expressions we obtain 
the following estimated values of the parameters in 
(3a)-(3c): 

e,=9486 Hz, ro~=4·10•Hz,e,-Q,=3·10' elf, 
w~·= isec-1, (e=3·10-') ['], TIL=4sec, 
T.L=T.L/2:::::: 60·10-'sec, T,,=3·10-'sec, 

T,.=3·10-'sec 

A qualitative calculation taking into account the 
coupling of the dipole-dipole reservoir to the nuclear 
Zeeman reservoir shows that electromagnetic satura
tion of the EPR line increases nuclear polarization by 
two orders of magnitude over the static nuclear polari
zation; this agrees well with the results for nuclear 
polarization in[lo,uJ. The change of nuclear polariza
tion accompanying ultrasonic saturation of the nuclei 
(simultaneously with the microwave saturation of the 
EPR line) can be evaluated by means of the expression 

( 1 T ) '/, ( 1 ) -'!. K= -+2W,·~ -+2W,• , 
T,. T., T,, 

(4) 

where K is the ratio of nuclear polarization in the ab
sence of sound to nuclear polarization in the case of 
acoustic saturation. The ratio of the microwave powers 
absorbed by electron spins with acoustic saturation 
( Ps) and without acoustic saturation ( p~o> )raJ is ob
tained as follows : 

.!..!.._= (w,-Q,)'+2ro.' ~ 0 8 
P, 0 Z ,....,. . ' (5) 

in agreement with the experimentally studied change of 
EPR signal intensity under acoustic pumping. 

CONCLUSION 

1. The double acoustic resonance technique enabled 
us to observe acoustic nuclear resonance in Ae7 ; this 
had not previously been observed by a direct method. 
Theoretical calculations show that acoustic ENDOR 
enables us to enhance the sensitivity of acoustic reso
nance absorption measurements by more than one order 
of magnitude over "single" acoustic resonance. An 
additional advantage of acoustic double resonance con
sists in the observation of acoustic NMR for Am = ± 2 
transitions . 

2. Experiments on double acoustic resonance show 
that acoustic energy can be transferred to the nuclear 
spin system in ruby by means of (a) the interaction of 
the gradients of crystal fields with nuclear quadrupole 
moments, and (b) the coupling of magnetic dipole
dipole interactions of Cr 3+ ions with nuclear magnetic 
moments of Al 27 • 

3. A comparison of our experimental results with 
theoretical calculations for the mechanisms of relaxa
tion and dynamic nuclear polarization corroborates the 

existence of strong coupling between the dipole-dipole 
system of Cr 3+ ions and the Al27 nuclear spin 
system. [10• 111 This coupling leads to the magnetic spin
lattice relaxation of Al27 nuclei. In the process of 
double acoustic-magnetic resonance the following oc
curs: with microwave saturation of the EPR line the 
temperature of the Cr 3+ - Cr 3+ dipole-dipole reservoir 
changes as compared with nonsaturating conditions; 
this in turn reduces the temperature j TN l of the 
nuclear spin system via the channel ( Cr 3+ - Cr 3+) 
- Al27. 

Sonic excitation of nuclear quadrupole transitions 
reduces the population differences of the spin levels 
(polarization reduction) and thus leads to heating of 
the dipole-dipole system. As a final result, the coupling 
between the Zeeman electron system of Cr 3+ ions and 
the system of dipole-dipole interactions of the same 
ions enhances the temperature of the electron spin 
system; this is observed as reduced intensity of the 
EPR signal. 

The authors are indebted to V. A. Atsarkin and 
Uo Kh. Kopvillem for useful discussions. 
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